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This resource complements Taking Faith Home by providing a Bible study outline
to easily facilitate Bible study in small group settings and for personal home
study. Regular use of this resource can significantly deepen
and enrich lifelong faith formation.
Have you ever been asked to plan and lead a Bible study? After a short panic attack, you ask yourself what part of the Bible do I
pick, how do I structure the discussion, and what if I can’t answer the questions? Where do I start? How do I make it interesting?
Help is here! These Taking Faith Home Bible studies can be very helpful for both beginner and experienced Bible study participants.
They are designed from the weekly Taking Faith Home discussion guides which are linked each week to the Revised Common
Lectionary church calendar used by many mainline denominations. These Bible study outlines are linked to the appropriate church
year verses and theme for each week from the Taking Faith Home guides and provide an excellent format for conducting a weekly
Bible study with little advance planning. These Bible studies help to focus on building Christian relationships, enjoying fellowship,
and provide a rewarding learning and sharing experience.

The different parts of a Taking Faith Home Bible Study:
Calendar Date: This provides the date during the church year which the Bible study has been
designed to support.
Sunday Title: This provides a reference to name each particular Sunday during the Revised Common
Lectionary church year cycle.
Theme for the Week: This gives the theme for the week based on the content of the Bible passages
used for each particular Sunday.
Weekly Personal Milestones: This allows time for individuals to share with others—or think
about—their recent mountain highs and/or valley lows. It is an effective way to build relationships.
Scripture Verse for the Week: Similar to the theme for the week, this scripture verse provides a key
verse to highlight the contents of the study and can be used to foster discussion or be memorized.
Gospel Reading Introduction: A short introduction to provide the context and situation behind the
selected Gospel reading.
Gospel Reading: The Gospel reading to be read either individually or out loud from the Bible.
Gospel Reading Questions: These three Bible study questions with multiple choice answers are based
on the Gospel reading and are intended to encourage the participants to think about the reading just
completed. Some of the possible answers are silly and humorous in order to add fun and interest to
the discussions.

You will be amazed how easy and rewarding Bible studies can be using
these Taking Faith Home Bible Study outlines.
Gospel Reading Discussion Questions: These three questions are designed to be used each week to go
deeper into the meaning and relevance of the Gospel reading for each of the participants.
Related Readings for Review and Highlighting: These six related Bible readings provide additional
insight into the theme for the week and the assigned Gospel reading. Participants can be invited to
look up the readings and highlight the key verses or words. Depending on the time available, each can
be read or individuals assigned to read different readings and then summarize to the group.
Related Readings Discussion: This time is set aside to share what similar themes or general concepts
were found in the readings and talk or think about how they fit—or do not fit—with the theme for the
week.
Hymn of the Week: A related hymn of the week is provided along with the text and music references
and a hymnal where the music can be found. In addition, a link is provided that will take you to an
online performance for sharing with the group.
Closing Prayer: A closing prayer is provided to share with the group.
Closing Blessing: A blessing to share with each other is provided to conclude the Bible study session.
Answer Key: If needed, an answer key is provided for the Bible study questions found on the first page.

Do you want to dig deeper into Taking Faith Home and Taking
Faith Home Bible Studies as tools for lifelong faith
formation for all ages?


Explore our website to become familiar with other
resources having the same format.



Read the Milestones Ministry Shepherd of Souls leadership
series books to understand the concepts and theology
behind nurturing lifelong faith formation.

Please share your stories at: info@milestonesministry.org
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